SitUp
Mobile bleacher modules

Minimalist design.
Maximal function.
A working world that increasingly relies on
teamwork and communication requires a
multitude of collaborative places, communication hubs and informal meeting places for the
exchange of ideas.

The stainless steel tube structure and the three
levels make the modules versatile, light and
stable at the same time.
The combination of linear and angled modules
enables a multitude of different configurations.

In this context, the SitUp bleachers modules
form an innovative and suitable product category.

The contemporary concept of SitUp received
the Audience Award at the Active Office Award

In contrast to conventional, solid and static

2018 and is one of the winners of the Iconic
Award - Innovative Interior 2019.

bleacher constructions, the SitUp family is
flexible and mobile.
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Models
The SitUp family consists of three versatile combination

Side view

Front view

Plan view

Modules that can be connected with Velcro straps.
138
Bleacher module SitUp ST #68504
· The SitUp ST (ST: straight) is the basic module of
the family.
· The three levels can accommodate up to three

43

W/H/D: 75/89/138 cm
3 seat levels, rear pair of legs on castors, incl. two
Velcro straps; shipped pre-assembled.

89

43

43
27

people.

27

· Two easy-running furniture castors mounted at the
rear make the SitUp ST mobile.

34,5

138

75

143

Bleacher module SitUp CE 45 #68525
· The SitUp CE 45° (CE: concave) is a 45° polygonally
module curved inwards.
· The three levels can accommodate up to three

75

W/H/D: 144/89/143 cm
3 seat levels, angled inwards at 45°, roll on rear leg,
incl. two Velcro straps; shipped pre-assembled.

89

27

people.
· A centrally rear-mounted, easy-running castor

27

makes the SitUp CE mobile.
34,5

143

144

143

Bleacher module SitUp CX 45° #68767
· The SitUp CX 45° (CX: convex) is a 45° polygonal
module curved outwards.
· The three levels can accommodate up to three

144

W/H/D: 144/89/143 cm
3 seat levels, angled outwards at 45°, roll on rear leg,
incl. two Velcro straps; shipped pre-assembled.

89

27

people.
· A centrally rear-mounted, easy-running castor

27

makes the SitUp CX mobile.
34,5

143
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All specifications are external dimensions in cm.

144

144
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Configuration examples
Configurations with ST and CE 45° bleacher modules

Configurations with CX 45° bleacher modules

418
376

376

188

193

193

601
4 x CE 45°, 3 x ST

418
6 x ST, 2 x CE 45°,

601
8 x CE 45°, 6 x ST

8 x CX 45°

676

376

376

4 x CX 45°

8 x CX 45°, 8 x ST

Configurations with CE 45° and CX 45° bleacher modules

395

376

376

316
242

188

557
5 x ST, 4 x CE 45°
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All specifications are external dimensions in cm.

460
6 x CE 45°, 3 x ST

376
4 x CE 45°

617
6 x CX 45°, 6 x CE 45°

526
2 x CE 45°, 2 x ST, 2 x CX 45°

617
4 x CX 45°, 4 x CE 45°
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Equipment possibilities
Seat levels
There is a choice of 11 unidecors for the seats.

light yellow

white

light grey

khaki

graphite

black

iguana green

atlantic blue

night blue

ruby red

orchid red

SteelLine

BlackLine

Steel tubing
You can choose between brushed SteelLine or
powder-coated BlackLine for the steel tubing.
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Actual colors may vary from print. We reserve the right to make technical changes.
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Explanation and
technical information
Available space
∙ Assuming an average seat width of approx. 400 mm (see DIN 33402),
5 adults could sit on each module, 2 + 2 + 1. Due to the space required
to place the feet, we recommend that a maximum of three people sit
shifted on each module.
Load capacity
∙ The SitUp can withstand a static load of 5 persons à 80 kg
(see DIN 33402).
∙ Dynamic loads caused by tilting or swinging should be avoided for
safety reasons.
∙ At maximum load (5 x 80 kg + own weight) the feet can leave marks in
hard floors (wood, linoleum, etc.).
Other
∙ The adjustment unit in the feet serves exclusively to compensate for
uneven floors. This is not a height adjustment.
∙ The fixtures of the seat panels are not intended for frequent removal
and installation.
∙ The supplied Velcro straps serve as a flexible connection between the
modules to prevent them from slipping.
Restrictions
∙ The dimensioning of the SitUps, as mobile bleacher modules, cannot
be changed for safety reasons.
∙ It is not possible to use the SitUps as storage furniture in this form.
∙ The use of side panels is only possible with high planning effort.
∙ The use of front panels is only possible with high planning effort.
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System 180 GmbH
Ernst-Augustin-Str. 3, 12489 Berlin
contact@system180.com
www.system180.com

